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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



Operation on DSL-cable-modem

You are looking for a device which can be operated even with DSL? No problem, just
plug in your TELE-router to a DSL cable modem, enter the parameters relating to the
access data into the device and you are connected to Internet.

S5-PLC over LAN

Communication with S5-PLC via Ethernet, just how and with what? 
 Data-communication with S5-PLC from PC or other devices via network, which interface
is required. Questions you don't have to worry about. With "S5 over LAN" you get the
right interface-products for your interface of the PLC. 
 Which one you use then is up to you.



24V-supply from the PLC

You want to install your ALF directly in the switch-board and would like to use the 24V
of the existing S7-PLC? No problem, connect the open ended side of the Kabelbrücke to
the 24V port on your ALF and the bus-side on the MPI- or Profibus of this PLC. Even the
ALF is supplied above this PLC.

Detect unnecessary idling

Detect the efficiency of your plant/machine by EtherSens-Energy-devices. Log the preset
parameters and evaluate them then later. Find so unnecessary idle-times and increase so
the efficiency.



Sinec-L1-bus configuration without BT-777-terminal

You have to configure a Sinec-L1-bus, own the master, but there's no BT-777-busterminal
to buy? No problem, connect the IBX-Klemme to every S5-PLC that is in the run via the
optional IBX-SPS-cable, supply every IBX-Klemme with ext. 24V DC if the PLC is not
able to provide it, set-up the address 0 and define the actual L1-bus-address in the PLC.
Now your master can communicate with the slave-assemblies.

E-Mail notification

Do you monitor processes and upon reaching a predetermined upper/lower limit, you need
a message? Then activate in the device the limit-value-monitoring and you get this
message. Furthermore, the device also sends its state and you are always up to date.


